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The LA Restaurant Helmed By Home

Cooks From Around the World

Plus, a recipe for the lamb and okra stew customers can't get enough of.
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The pandemic has ushered in an era that has proved to be the hardest time to own and operate a

restaurant. But that hasn’t stopped Meymuna Hussein-Cattan and Christian Davis from opening one

the same week Mayor Eric Garcetti issued Safer At Home orders for the city of Los Angeles in the third

week of March.

https://food52.com/tags/restaurants
https://food52.com/users/1949704-esther-tseng/articles


At Flavors From Afar’s brick and mortar location in Little Ethiopia (located in L.A.'s Mid-Wilshire

district), the menu changes every two weeks, intermittently featuring cuisines from numerous

countries: Belize, Guatemala and Venezuela to Egypt, Eritrea, Somalia and Kenya. There’s more

behind the menus than variety, however. Each one has a story behind it, and that is the life of a cook

who has found a new beginning in the U.S.

Program instructor Jalen Bennett, who used to work at Eataly L.A., trains each cook and perfects each

recipe so they are restaurant-ready. Just a handful of quality dishes comprise the menu each time, but

since they’re so good, loyalists come back for more every rotation.

Flavors From Afar began as the catering segment of a non-pro�t called Tiyya Foundation, founded in

2010 by Meymuna Hussein-Cattan and her mother, Owliya Dima. Meaning “my love” in Oromo, the

word “Tiyya” aptly describes the core mission of the organization. It promotes self-su�ciency for

refugees, immigrants, and displaced persons in Los Angeles and Orange County through various

services such as tutoring, sports programs, counseling, donation networks, and more.

Pro�ts from Flavors From Afar help fund Tiyya’s local programming for refugee and immigrant youth,

and is a way to realize a sustainable business model outside government grants. Not only are the chefs

of Flavors From Afar now part of a restaurant, being credited and compensated for their labor, they

also receive a commission whenever their dishes are sold to customers.

https://www.flavorsfromafar.co/
https://www.tiyya.org/

